Dear iPHA members,

We hope you've all had a great start to 2017. As you can imagine, preparations for the conference in Vienna are now in full swing and we're really looking forward to seeing many of you there. As well as taking a closer look at the conference, this issue covers all the latest news from our affiliates, international projects and more.

Enjoy the read!

Your iPHA staff and the Passive House Institute team

---

Top stories

Passive House Institute contributes to Green Tower preliminary study

A rendering of the Green Towers project in Frankfurt © Green Towers

Corinna Geiger from the Passive House Institute recently completed a preliminary study for Green Towers in Frankfurt, a Passive House high-rise concept building. The feasibility study, conducted in close collaboration with the client, found that it was relatively easy for the concept to reach the Passive House Plus Standard. Mr Weber, the developer behind the concept, hopes to have similar Green-Towers projects in London, Barcelona and other major international cities.

Visit the Green Towers website

---

New components

Below are a selection of recently certified products from across the globe. Stay tuned for our upcoming component newsletter or browse through the complete component database!

---

Windows and frames

Luxembourg

WWA 78 FSP by Keller AG

- phb, for cool, temperate

---

As of 2016, iPHA now has over 3000 members!